Given the category of topological spaces and continuous maps, we shall write Con (A, B) for the set of morphisms from space A to space B, A x B for the product of the carrier sets of A and B. If R, S, T are three topological spaces, suppose topologies have been fixed on
R x S and on Con (S, T). [R x S, T] and [22, Con (S, T)] will denote the sets of continuous maps from R x S to T and from R to Con (S, T) 9
respectively. (No topologies introduced on these sets.)
As in the category of sets and set mappings, there is a naturally given function Φ from [22
x S, T] to [R, Con (S, T)] defined by fe [R x S, T]; (Φf)(r/s) = /(r, s) (reR,seS).

Its inverse is the function Ψ from [R, Con(S, T)\ to [R x S, T], given by g e [22, Con (S, T)]; (Ψg)(r, s) = g(r/s) (reR,seS).
The problem to be investigated in this paper is the following: what topologies on R x S and on Con (S, T) will make the couple (Φ, Ψ) a natural equivalence, i.e., will make the functors -xS and Con(S, -) adjoint functors?
The best known example is probably the use of the product topology on R x S and of the compact-open topology on Con (S, T), restricting S to locally compact Hausdorff spaces. Starting from this standard situation, two lines of attack on the general problem have been opened in the literature. One can start with the product topology on R x S and look for conditions on Con (S, Γ), or else one starts at the other end by using the compact-open topology for Con (S, T), looking for suitable topologies on R x S. (See [1] , [2] , [3] ; the authors do not use categorical language and their aims are somewhat different from ours).
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In this paper we shall use a different approach. For the space Con (£, T) a class K of topologies is chosen generalizing the class of set-open topologies of [1] , Requirements for Con (S, T) and for R x S to be functors and for (Φ, Ψ) to be a natural equivalence will on the one hand reduce K to a subclass of admissible topologies on Con (S, T) and will on the other hand force R x S to carry topologies uniquely determined by the topologies on Con (S, T). (The word "admissible" is used in its ordinary sense, not as in [1] ).
By a suitable choice of topologies a natural equivalence [R xS, T][ R, Con (S, T)] can always be established in more than one way, irrespective of the nature of the spaces R, S, T. There is even a minimal and a maximal nontrivial solution to this problem (given the class K of topologies on Con (S, T) ). This will be the content of §'s 2, 3 and 4.
The remaining part of the paper is concerned with the role of the compact-open topology on Con (S, T) and of the product topology on R x S in this context. One of the admissible topologies on Con (S, T) is determined by the compact sets of S; it turns out to be equal to the compact-open topology only in case S satisfies a condition which does not seem to be easily reducible to familiar properties of topological spaces, but holds for well-known classes of spaces, e.g., Hausdorff spaces. Given an admissible topology on Con (S, T) and the corresponding one on R x S, if the latter is required to be the product topology the space S has to satisfy a local condition related to local compactness. 2* Topologies on Con (S, T) and on R x S. Notation: R, S, T will always denote topological spaces. Given S, the letter @ will be used to describe the space of open sets of S as well as the corresponding lattice, g, ©, will be used for filters on @, ^ gf, ^C, 3ίΓ, for families of such filters. If K is any subset of S, %(K) will denote the filter of all open sets of S containing K; @ = f$(0) counts as a filter. Finally, Z will stand for a Sierpinski space, i.e., a space consisting of two points z 19 z 2 and with 0, {2J, {z 19 z 2 } as its open sets.
Let j^~ be a family of filters on @ containing the filter @ itself. For any % e ^~ and any open set U of a space T we define <g, C/> -{/6Con(S, Ty.f-'Ue® .
By requiring the family of all these sets to be an open subbasis one introduces a topology τ(^~) on Con (S, T). If all filters of ^ are of the form %(K), τ(%) will be a set-open topology in the sense of [1] . Let g, ©ej^T obviously, <g, C/>n<®, ϋ> = <gn®, tf>, where gΠ© is the intersection (meet) of the filters g an d ©. Hence there is no loss of generality by assuming ^ to contain all finite intersections of its members; this will be tacitely understood in the sequel.
Next, look at each g e J?~ as a subset of the space @ and introduce a topology on @ by requiring ά?~ to be an open basis.
To determine a topology on R x S we introduce a special notation. Let AdR x £; for each rGiϋ, let ^r denote the set of all seS such that (r, s) G A. The function ^ from R to the power set of S completely describes A and we shall write A -\φ\.
Suppose topologies have been defined on @ and on Con (S, Γ) by means of a family ^^ of filters on @, while R x S carries a topology yet to be specified. Consider the transformations Φ and Ψ introduced in §1. For Φ and Ψ to be natural transformations, the following conditions are obviously necessary: given fe [R x S, T] , g e [R, Con (S, T) ], reR, the mappings Φf: R -Con (S, T), (Φ/)(r/-): S -> Γ and f#: R x S -* T must be continuous. We shall say that Φ and ?F must preserve continuity. THEOREM Theorem 1 restricts the system of filters J^ which may be used to define a topology on Con (S, T), because the family of subsets [φ] of R x S described by Theorem 1 must satisfy the axioms of a topology. Actually, three of these axioms hold for any family ^7 The sets 0 and R x S are open in R x S, because they correspond to the constant functions from R to @ with 0 and S as values, respectively. (r eF) . On the other hand, for any seF r we have U fas) c U (Φj s)(i e K r , j e I) and because % is a filter, U(^s)eg, i.e., seF.
Hence F = \jF r and to show F open it will be sufficient to consider only finite families of continuous maps φ t . As the general finite case follows by induction, two functions φ lf φ 2 will suffice. φ 1 U φ 2 is continuous if and only if the set G -fa U Φ 2 )~1% = {reR: φ x r U Φ%r G g} is open in R for any g e ^7 Assume J^~ to satisfy condition (A). To any reG there correspond filters © r , ^re^ such that φ x r e © r , φ 2 r e Q r , © r n ^reg. We claim G = U (ΦT ι ®r Π ^Γ^rXr G G). By definition, G is contained in the right-hand set. Let s be an element of ΦT^rΓiΦϊ 1 ®^ for some reR. Define aeR by π { a = A< for all ie/. Then aeH and there are a finite set Jal as well as filters Q^e^ such that ae C\πj ι § ό (zH (jeJ) .
This implies πμe$Q ά for all je/. Define beR by π, δ = A y (iG J), . For ie J, 7r y 6 = TΓ^ α, thus be Ππ^&j. Since Ππj 1^-is a subset of H, beH and uτr<δ = U Ay eg(i eI,jeJ). This shows g to be compact.
Finally, let I be the set {1, 2}, otherwise using the same notation as above. The element a e R = @ x @, defined by π x α = A n 7Γ 2 α = A 2 will again satisfy aeπ^^^πς^^aH for two appropriately chosen filters -φi, ^2e^ί
thus AiG^, A 2 G^2. Let the set C be a member of & Π § 2 and consider the element cei?, defined by 7Γ L c = ττ 2 e = C. Because ceπΓ^nπT^czlϊ, we have π x c U ^r 2 c = C e g. Since this holds for any such C, ^iΠ&cg and JF' satisfies condition (A).
A system of compact filters satisfying (A) will be called an adjoining system. Suppose all filters of a system ^ are compactly generated. Our next theorem describes condition (A) in this case.
For any subset X of S define X* to be the intersection of all open sets containing X. Obviously, (X 1 UX 2 )* = X* UX 2 *; if K is compact in S, the same is true for K*, because any open cover of K* is also an open cover of K, hence contains a finite subcover which must be above K*.
We shall call a compact set K for which K -K*, fully compact. All compact sets of a topological space are fully compact if and only if the space is T x .
Let %{K) be a compactly generated filter; it is an immediate consequence of our definition that %(K) = %(K*). Moreover, %(Kf) Π %(K}) = Ml^UlQ*) and @ = g(0) -g(0*). One may therefore assume that the compact sets generating the filters of the given family j^~~ are all fully compact.
We need one more fact, easily seen to hold: if K and L are com- 3* Functotial requirements• Given an adjoining system ^ on @, Theorems 1 and 2 show that ^ uniquely determines topologies on Con (S, T) as well as on R x S such that Φ and Ψ preserve continuity. (Φ, Ψ) determine a natural equivalence between [R x S, T] and [R, Con (S, T)] if, given the space S, Con (S, T) and R x S are (object mappings of) functors in T and R, respectively. This will now be shown.
Let T, T' be topological spaces, p: T-+T' a continuous map. As usual, the morphism mapping C(p): Con(S, T)~>Con (S, T f ) of the functor Con (S, -) will be defined by C(p)f = p/, for any / e Con (S, Γ). It must be shown that C(p) is continuous with respect to the topologies defined on Con (S, T) and on Con (S, T) . For IP open in T and for g e &~ we have C^)" 1^, CΓ> = < g, p-1 Ϊ7' >, which implies continuity of C(p). Similarly, let iϋ, J?', q:R->R' be given, g continuous. The morphism mapping P(q): R x S-*R' x S of the functor -xS is defined by P(q)(r, s) = (gr, s), for any (r, s)eR x S. We show that P(tf) is continuous with respect to the topologies chosen for R x S and R r x S.
, which is open in R x S by Theorem 2. The variety of adjoining systems for a given space S depends of course on the nature of this space. To obtain a categorically significant simultaneous choice of adjoining systems ^~(S) for each space S we now require Con (S, T) and R x S to be functors in S as well. To investigate this requirement we have to define two operations on systems ^ and list their properties.
Let jr be a family of filters on @ and let g^e J^Γie/. In general, U g»(i 61) will not be a filter. We want to adjoin to ^ all unions of its members which are themselves filters. Hence we define J^" to be the family of all filters on @ which can be written as unions of filters belonging to ^7 If all filters of &~ are compact, the same holds for ^7 and if ^ satisfies condition (A) of §2, so does Consequently, if ^ is adjoining, then J^ is also adjoining. can actually be larger than ^7 The following example will incidentally prove the existence of compact, not compactly generated filters.
Let the space S consist of the set of natural numbers N together with an element w&N.
, n -1} (n ;> 1). Open sets of S shall be the sets S n , {w}, S n l){w} and the empty set. Write %(n) for the filter generated by the compact set {n} on &(neN). Then g = U%(ri)(neN) is a filter, as is easily seen.
If it were compactly generated by a fully compact set KaS, the intersection of all its members would be K. But this intersection is the empty set 0, while % φ g(0) = @, since {w} $ %. The converse is an easy consequence of the definitions. The corollary is implied by the fact that ^ is a basis for the topology -τ(jr T).
Let S, S' be two topological spaces and let q: S -> S' be continuous. For any filter g on @ define the subset <?' g of @' by q'% = {A f e &': 'q~xA r e%). g'g is a filter on @' , and if g is compact, so is ^'g; this follows easily from the algebraic properties of q~\ If % = %(K), then q'%(K) = g(g-SΓ); if, therefore, g is compactly generated, so is q'%.
Given a family ^ of filters on @, let us write g'^" for the family of filters q'%, gG^T If jr satisfies condition (A) of §2, the same is true for g'^7 This again is an immediate consequence of the definitions. Together with the facts noted above we have: if ^ is an adjoining system, then q'j^" is also adjoining.
Returning to the investigation of the functorial requirements, let T be a fixed topological space and consider Con (S, T) as the object mapping of the (contravariant) functor Con( -, T). 
We shall describe this relation briefly by "^"(S) is functorial". If adjoining systems have been chosen according to Theorem 5, then R x S with the topology induced by J^(S) is also, for fixed R, (the object mapping of) a functor. For any continuous q: S-+S' define the morphism mapping Q(q): R x S -* R x S' by Q(q)(r, s) = (r, qs) ((r, s)eR x S). Q(q) is continuous. To see this, let [φ f ] be open in R x S', where φ':R-»&.
The inverse q~ι of q induces a mapping gr-1 :®'-*©; define φ:R-+& by φ = q-ψ.
Then Q(g)-1^' ] = [φ], as is easy to see. For any %e^~(S), we have φ~ι% = 0'~WS) By assumption, q'% is open in the space ©' with respect to the topology given by JP~(β'). This shows φ~ι% to be open in @, φ to be continuous[ φ]
to be open in R x S and finally Q(q) to be continuous.
4* Minimal and maximal adjoining systems* Let the variable E range over the finite subsets of a topological space S. By gf we shall denote the family of all filters $(E). & is adjoining: every %(E) is compactly generated, and if A, B are open sets in S with
Al)Be%(E) for some E, then A e g(AΠ-E r ), B e %{BC\E), %(Af]E) Π %(Bf)E) = %((AuB)f)E) = %(E). It is also easy to see that g"(>S) is functorial: for any continuous q: S-+S', q'%(E) = %(qE), hence
Before stating the next theorem we need a preliminary discussion. Let S, S' be two topological spaces. Given a point t e S', write q t for the constant map q t : S-* S' with value t. If % is a filter on @, then gjg = g({ί}), provided g ^ @; otherwise, q[& = @'. This follows from g^A' = S(ieA'cS'), gr 1^ -0(ίg A'). Consider the system of filters ^~ on @, consisting of the filter @ = g(0) alone. It is a trivial fact that ^~ is adjoining and ^~{S) is functorial. One can prove a slightly stronger result: if J^iS) is functorial and ^" (S o 
) = ^~(S Q ) for some space S o , then ^~(S) -^~(S) for all spaces S. Let ίGS 0 (we exclude the empty space); for any space S, consider the constant function q t :S->S Q . Since ^(S) is functorial, we must have q\^~'(S)cz^~\S Q ) = J7~(S O ), hence q[% = @ 0 for all ge^S). By our discussion above, this forces % -@ and ADJOINT PRODUCT AND HOM FUNCTORS IN GENERAL TOPOLOGY 277
Of course, the choice of ^~(S) leads to a trivial solution of our original problem: Con (£, T) carries the indiscrete, R x S the discrete topology.
THEOREM 6. &(S) is a minimal adjoining system for any space S, in the following sense: if J^{S) is a functorial choice of adjoining systems different from ^~(S), then
Proof. Given S, let s e S and consider the constant map q s : S->S. By assumption, there is a filter g e ^~{S) with g Φ @. Since q^ = %({s}), Theorem 5 implies g({s})eg and gfcjP^.
The topology induced by if on Con (S>, T) is equal to the subspace topology with respect to the space T s of all functions from S to T, carrying the ordinary product topology. In keeping with the term "set-open" a name sometimes used for this topology is "point-open"; it is called p-topology in [3] , usually also the topology of point wise convergence.
The topology on R x S corresponding to 8" can be described in different ways. Suppose r: R -• ?$S is a mapping from R to the power set of S, s: S -> ?βR a mapping from S to the power set of R.
We shall call r, s reciprocal, if for any veS, s(v) -{ueR: v er(u)}, or equivalently, if for any u e R, r(u) -{v e S: u e s(v)}.
Obviously, to each r there corresponds exactly one reciprocal s, and conversely. If r maps R to points of S, s is simply the inverse mapping r -1 . Suppose r is a map from R to @, the space of open subsets of S. We shall call r and its reciprocal s, topologically reciprocal, if the same is true for s, i.e., if s maps S into 3ΐ, the space of open sets of R.
The topology on R x S, induced by the adjoining system &(S), can now be described as follows: a subset Another description of the topology on R x S has been given by R. Brown (see [2] ), who also briefly comments on its connection with the point-open topology on Con (S, T). ([2] , Remark 1.15).
To obtain maximal adjoining systems, we first show how to construct new systems out of a family of given ones. Let j^~\(ί e I) be a family of adjoining systems on a space @. Define U *^~i(i € /) as the set of all filters which can be written as finite intersections of filters belonging to U *^~i. By a straightforward application of the definitions involved one proves easily: U *_^r ί (ί e I) is an adjoining system; if all filters belonging to U^ are compactly generated, the same holds for the filters of U * J^.
This construction allows to define two distinguished adjoining systems on any space @. The first one is the system ^, obtained by applying our construction to the family of all adjoining systems on @. ^£ is of course the maximal adjoining system on © furthermore, ^£(β) is functorial.
The second distinguished system will be denoted by 3ίΓ\ it is constructed from all adjoining systems consisting of compactly generated filters only. Since g 7 is such a system, J%Γ is not empty. J2Γ(S) is functorial: for any continuous q: S -~+S f and any compactly generated filter %(K) we have q'%(K) = %(qK); qK is compact.
Note that other adjoining systems satisfying the functorial requirement can be obtained by cardinality arguments. Consider for instance, on a space @, the family of all adjoining systems of compactly generated filters, where for each such filter a generator may be found with cardinality ^m, m a fixed infinite cardinal. Application of our construction to this family yields an adjoining and functorial system 3ΓJ<β) for each space S.
5* The compact-open topology•
The compact-open topology on a space Con (S, T) is defined by the system J%1 of all compactly generated filters on @. ^" 0 need not be adjoining, as will be shown presently; hence the compact-open topology does not always provide a solution to our problem. However, due to the importance of this topology for the theory of function spaces an investigation of spaces S for which the compact-open topology on Con (S, T) is induced, for any T, by some adjoining system is indicated.
Let j^~ be such a system. According to Theorem 4, we have j?r -j^; conversely, a system ^ satisfying this equality defines, for any T, the compact-open topology on Con (S, T). 
As was shown in §2, the latter relation is equivalent to KczK*c:L* \JL}. By letting K, = L*, iΓ 2 -L* we have established the first part of the theorem.
Suppose (D) holds in a space S; then it also holds if "compact" is replaced by "fully compact". Theorem 3 now shows St^ to be adjoining. Obviously, <_5^ = Ê xamples of spaces satisfying (D) are easily provided: discrete, indiscrete and pseudo-finite spaces (all compact sets finite; see [4] or [5] ) are instances in case. We give a sufficient condition for (D) to hold, which covers some important classes of spaces.
We shall use the following notation: T^i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) denotes the usual separation axioms, where for i ^ 2 we do not assume T t . A space is called a KC space (according to [5] + would have to be a Hausdorff space, which it is not. 6* The product topology• The topology induced on the space R x S by an adjoining system on @ need not be the product topology. In this section we give necessary and sufficient condition in order that a given adjoining system induces the product topology on R x S, for any R.
Let % be a filter on @ and let F t (i e I) be the family of its members. We write g° for the set (nF-)°(ieI).
(X° denotes the interior of X in the space S). If % = %(K) is compactly generated, then g° = K*°.
Let The condition is sufficient. Let i? be any topological space, φ: R->@ a continuous map. For any %e^ define ^(g) = φiφ-1^, g°) By definition, for r 6 i?, #(g)r = %° if ^r e g, otherwise ^(g)r = 0. Taking the union of all the sets Φ(%)r for all g 6 <_^7 r fixed, one obtains U Φ{%)τ = U ©°, where © runs through all filters of ^~ containing φr. By assumption, this is equal to φr and we have φ = U$KS) = U^H^" 1^ g°)(ge^" As was shown above, the product topology on R x S is always coarser than any topology induced by an adjoining system. This remark leads to. This corollary together with Theorem 7 implies that a locally compact space satisfies condition (D) of Theorem 7. This fact can of course be shown directly.
We shall now give an example of a space S which is not locally JΓ for any system of compact filters. By our results the product topology on R x S will not, in general, be induced by any adjoining system on @.
Let S be an uncountable set with the countable topology (a set is closed if and only if it is at most countable or the whole space). As is well known, the resulting space is pseudo-finite (compact = finite). We want to show that every compact filter % on @ is compactly generated.
Let K be the intersection of all members of % and suppose KaA, where A is open in S. We shall prove Ae%. A is either cofinite or cocountable. In the first case, let A = S -{v l9 •• ,v Λ }. For each ΐ, 1 <ί i ^ n, there is F t e g with v t g F t . Then F 1 Π Π F n dS{Vu , v n } = A and A e g. In the second case, let A = S -V, where V -{v 19 v 2 , •}. For each natural i, there is again F t e g with ^ g JP^. We use, for any i, the notation F< = {v x , , vj, A^ = AU V*. Obviously, i^ni^n ni^CiS-F 4 , which implies S-F^eg. The union of all Ai is equal to S and therefore belongs to the filter g. Since g is compact, there is a finite number of sets A t whose union is a member of g. As is easily seen, this union is equal to some A s . Then Aj Π(S -V d ) e g; but A y n (S -F, ) = A.
Our result implies g = %{K), thus g ί β compactly generated. It is now evident that S cannot be locally J^~ for any system of compact filters ^7 for this would imply the existence of finite open sets on S.
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